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M E M O R A N D U M

TO Marc A. Levinson

FROM Betty J. Ramirez, Legal Secretary

DATE August 2, 2013

RE Stockton - Verbatim Transcript of Voicemail Message Left by Joseph Speaker for
Levinson at 2:35 p.m. on July 31, 2013

Hi Mr. Levinson, my name is Joseph Speaker. I sent you an email yesterday regarding
a proposed stipulation for relief from the automatic stay in the In Re City of Stockton
matter for my client to proceed
email in response asking for the moving papers. And I just wanted to call and discuss
it with you a little bit further. Part of the problem with providing the moving papers
now is there’s slightly, or there could be a slight change to them depending on the
published ballot language, which will come out in about a week or so. But I could
give you something that’s – you know
be filed. But I can’t say 100 percent in the event that something is slightly altered on
the published ballot. But please give me a call, and we can discuss this further.
Unfortunately, time is kind of the essence with regard to filing this. So, by the end of
the day, I am either going to hopefully be able to enter into a stipulation with you, or I
have to file a motion for relief.

But give me a call back here at 916

OHSUSA:754254418.1

Betty J. Ramirez, Legal Secretary

Verbatim Transcript of Voicemail Message Left by Joseph Speaker for
Levinson at 2:35 p.m. on July 31, 2013

Hi Mr. Levinson, my name is Joseph Speaker. I sent you an email yesterday regarding
a proposed stipulation for relief from the automatic stay in the In Re City of Stockton
matter for my client to proceed in state court on our writ of mandate, and I got your
email in response asking for the moving papers. And I just wanted to call and discuss
it with you a little bit further. Part of the problem with providing the moving papers

there could be a slight change to them depending on the
published ballot language, which will come out in about a week or so. But I could

you know – is gonna be almost 99 percent what’s going to
percent in the event that something is slightly altered on

the published ballot. But please give me a call, and we can discuss this further.
Unfortunately, time is kind of the essence with regard to filing this. So, by the end of

ing to hopefully be able to enter into a stipulation with you, or I
have to file a motion for relief.

But give me a call back here at 916-724-5700. Thanks a lot.

Verbatim Transcript of Voicemail Message Left by Joseph Speaker for Marc

Hi Mr. Levinson, my name is Joseph Speaker. I sent you an email yesterday regarding
a proposed stipulation for relief from the automatic stay in the In Re City of Stockton

in state court on our writ of mandate, and I got your
email in response asking for the moving papers. And I just wanted to call and discuss
it with you a little bit further. Part of the problem with providing the moving papers

there could be a slight change to them depending on the
published ballot language, which will come out in about a week or so. But I could

is gonna be almost 99 percent what’s going to
percent in the event that something is slightly altered on

the published ballot. But please give me a call, and we can discuss this further.
Unfortunately, time is kind of the essence with regard to filing this. So, by the end of

ing to hopefully be able to enter into a stipulation with you, or I
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